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Abstract—To improve the quality of healthcare planning, healthcare systems face challenges in identifying clusters of similar hospitals while considering varying factors. Clustering hospitals based on their admission behavior would be helpful whereas diagnosis of patients is vital in understanding variation in admission. Therefore, grouping hospitals that show similar behavior on their admission distribution while considering similarity among disease symptoms in admission is the objective of our study. This is achieved by a Disease Network of Hospital Networks model which is used to represent hospital admission distribution of multiple diseases as different hospital networks that correspond to disease nodes in a top-layer disease network. This disease network that was extracted from the Human Symptoms Disease Network models the similarity among different disease-specific hospital networks. We assume that disease-specific hospital networks have different underlying clustering structure while share the same underlying clustering structure if corresponding diseases share similar symptoms. Experiments were conducted on more than 14 million electronic health records of monthly admission of 160 diseases over 4 years at 301 hospitals in California. Results of clustering 160 disease-specific hospitals networks that share similar symptoms among corresponding diseases show consistent behavior among these networks when similarity among diseases is considered in clustering process. Patterns of consistent behavior were lacking in results when similarity among diseases is not considered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Healthcare planning has been recognized to have a significant impact on community health, and economy [1]. On their mission to improve quality of planning and decision making, healthcare systems face challenges in identifying groups or clusters of similar hospitals considering varying factors and/or different configurations [2]. Analyzing clusters of hospitals that show similar admission behavior plays an important role in helping healthcare facilities to adjust their plans and policies to society and patient needs [3,4].

Clustering hospitals based on admission behavior would help to understand the effect of certain factors that are related to hospitals size, specialty, and/or spatial characteristics [2,5]. On the other hand, diagnosis of patients is vital in understanding variation in admission rate among hospitals [4,6]. Therefore, grouping hospitals that show similar behavior on their admission distribution while considering patient diagnosis in admission is a promising objective. However, in previous work, clustering has been applied for grouping different diseases without considering similarity among disease symptoms [7,8] which is a limitation that is addressed in this study.

This finding invites an obvious question about the benefit of considering the similarity among disease symptoms in analyzing clustering of hospital admission. That is, if there is a way to cluster hospitals that have similar admission behavior for a certain disease, would the similarity among disease symptoms have a beneficial effect on clustering results? Let’s assume that there is a different weighted graph of hospitals for every disease. Each graph represents a network of hospitals that admitted patients for a certain disease. Nodes represent hospitals and links represent the similarity between hospitals’ monthly admission distributions. To cluster each network into groups of hospitals that show similar behavior on their admission distribution, do these networks share one underlying clustering structure? Are there multiple underlying clustering structures across different networks where some networks may share one underlying clustering structure if they share similar symptoms?

Examining these challenging questions is the main contribution of this work. It analyzes hospitals clustering based on their monthly admission distribution for different types of diseases. For each disease, there is a different clustering result for all hospitals that have admitted patients for that disease. To understand the underlying clustering structure across different networks of disease-specific hospitals, the clustering process was guided by similarity among disease symptoms.

This study relies on two other studies that have significant impact in their fields. First, NoNCclus method is proposed as a clustering method that allows capturing multiple underlying clustering structures across different networks [9]. Another fundamental study in conducting this research is the Human Symptoms Disease Network (HSDN) [10]. This symptom-based disease network was used to guide clustering of hospital admission for different diseases.

The main contribution of this study is characterization of the underlying clustering structure of 160 disease-specific hospital networks when diseases they represent share similar symptoms. We show that disease-specific hospital networks share the same underlying clustering structure if corresponding diseases share similar symptoms.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

For the past 30 years, different types of clustering algorithms were used to define hospital clusters [1,2]. These algorithms were applied in multiple settings using different types of data that range from patient level, to hospital level data. In this paper, filling the gap in studying the effect of similarity among disease symptoms on disease-specific clustering of hospitals led to this combinatorial work between Network of Networks clustering method NoNCclus and HSDN, symptom-based disease network.

A. Clustering Algorithm

The revolution of data analytics in the last decade shifted the interest from simple networks towards more advanced heterogeneous information networks where different data forms and sources can be integrated. Many approaches have emerged to explore hidden patterns and valuable information lie within such data. One of these approaches is merging different networks into a multi-layered ‘Network of Networks’ architecture either into multi-view networks or multi-domain networks [12]. Network of Networks structure is used to illustrate a network at different scales. A largescale network is composed of several sub-networks, and the interconnectivity between these subnetworks are known to be crucial to information distribution [13].

One of the frameworks that was proposed in addressing clustering in multi-networks is NoNCclus [9]. It was designed to cluster complex multi-layered networks that has a Network of Networks structure. It allows multiple underlying clustering structures across different networks. On the other hand, most of the previous work that addressed multi-network clustering share the assumption that these networks have a single common clustering structure although different networks usually have different data distributions [14-16].

NoNCclus models the clustering structure in the top-layer network, which can be used to regularize the clustering structures in different domain-specific networks that every node in the top-layer network represents. In other words, it partitions the domain-specific networks while respecting the clustering structure obtained initially from the top-layer network.

B. Disease Network

Influenced by the claim that symptoms are critical in clinical diagnosis and treatments, Human Symptoms Disease Network (HSDN) was constructed by Zhou et al. in 2014 [10]. This weighted network was generated using both Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terminology and a big medical bibliographic literature database, PubMed [10]. MeSH was used to index all articles in PubMed resulting a total of over four thousand disease terms and over three hundred symptoms terms. After identifying the association between diseases and symptoms, every disease was described by a vector of related symptoms. The similarity between two vectors of two diseases was calculated using cosine similarity measure. This measure ranges from 0 with no shared symptoms to 1 which means both diseases shared identical symptoms.

To study the effect of the similarity among disease symptoms in disease-specific clustering of hospital admission, the disease network is used as a top-layer network in Disease Network of Hospital Networks data model. Since the hospital admission networks for each disease was constructed using the California State Inpatient Database, CCS code was used to code diseases. Therefore, disease network that was extracted from HSDN in [11] is used. Glass et al. did the matching between the CCS codes and the MeSH terminology manually [11]. They used the average of similarities in some cases where the matching was not one-to-one.

III. METHODOLOGY

This work aims to understand the underlying clustering structure of different disease-specific hospital networks when diseases they represent share similar symptoms. We assume that disease-specific hospital networks have different underlying clustering structure whereas share the same underlying clustering structure if corresponding diseases share similar symptoms. To test this assumption, two clustering settings are proposed: NoN-cluster and Single-cluster.

A. Disease Network of Hospital Networks data model

In the proposed architecture, data is represented in two layered weighted networks: the top-layer disease network layer and a disease-specific hospital networks layer. Every disease node in the top-layer network represents a disease-specific hospital network in the lower level.

The top-layer disease network, was constructed as in [11] using HSDN. Nodes in this network are restricted to only represent diseases that are included in this study. Links among the top-layer disease nodes (sub-networks) quantify the similarity of symptoms between corresponding diseases. They would be beneficial for studying the characterizing interconnectivity and interdependency among sub-networks.

Disease-specific hospital networks have nodes representing hospitals admission for the corresponding diseases considered in this study. Edges between these nodes represent similarities between hospitals’ monthly admissions. Gaussian Kernel was used as a similarity measure for pattern analysis to measure similarities as it is shown in equation 1.

$$
(h_i, h_j) = \exp \left( -\frac{\| h_i - h_j \|^2}{\sigma^2} \right)
$$

It measures the similarity between hospitals i and j. $h_i$ and $h_j$ are input vectors that represent monthly admission distributions for hospitals i and j, respectively. It has a value of 1 if two hospitals have identical monthly admission distributions, and 0 as their admission distribution moves further apart.

B. Clustering Settings

The top-layer disease network and disease-specific hospital networks are used in both proposed settings. This method is explained in detail in the following subsection. The NoNCclus method is also applied to both settings. Although the NoNCclus method allows specifying different number of clusters among domain specific networks, our experiments were unified and the number of hospital clusters was predefined as $t=3$ for both settings. This predefined cluster number is a simple number that has been chosen to keep this setting as simple as possible.

NoN-cluster setting is proposed as an application for clustering method, NoNCclus. This algorithm allows multiple underlying clustering structures across different disease-specific
hospital networks. The predefined number of disease cluster (DC) for the top-layer network is \( k=3 \). This simple number has been tested and given meaningful results. It implies that the underlying clustering structure among different disease-specific hospital networks are different. However, some networks may share the same underlying clustering structure if these networks belong to a bigger group. For example, disease-specific hospital networks that represent diseases that share similar symptoms, i.e. belong to the same top disease cluster, may share the same underlying clustering structure.

**Single-cluster setting** is a baseline approach which assumes that all disease-specific hospital networks belong to the same underlying disease-level cluster. Single-cluster setting is implemented by pre-specifying the number of disease clusters for the top-layer network to one (\( k=1 \)). It means that all disease-specific hospital networks share the same underlying clustering structure.

\[ \text{a. Disease network} \]

\[ \text{b. Disease-specific hospital networks} \]

Figure 1 illustrates the Disease Network of Hospital Networks data model when NoNClus method is applied using NoN-cluster setting. The top-level network in Figure 1 is the top-layer disease network. It shows diseases and symptom similarity among them in the form of nodes and links. In phase I of NoNClus method [9], the disease network is clustered based on the similarity among diseases. Resulted clusters in this level are labeled as Disease Clusters, DC1, DC2, and DC3. This clustering structure is used in phase II to regularize clustering of disease-specific hospital networks shown below disease network. The bottom set of networks are the different disease-specific hospital networks, each network corresponds to a disease node in the disease network at the top-level network. Nodes in these networks represent hospitals that have admitted patients for the specific disease and links represent similarity among hospitals’ monthly admission. Resulted clusters in hospital level are labeled as Hospital Clusters, HC1, HC2, and HC3. For better explanation, diseases 2, 5, and 8 are grouped in one cluster due to the strong similarity between them as it is shown in Figure 1. This clustering structure affected clustering corresponding disease-specific hospital networks below. Hospitals in the three hospital networks have tended to share similar clustering structure. For instance, hospitals 1, 2, 3 and 4 are grouped together in the first cluster (white). Hospitals 5, 6 and 7 tend to be grouped together (black) while Hospitals 8 and 9 are grouped in the third cluster (light grey). Although hospital 1 does not have admission for disease 5 and hospital 2 does not have admission for disease 8, both hospitals have tendency to be clustered with the same hospitals in similar symptoms diseases when their admission data are available due to flexibility of the NoNClus method.

C. NoNClus Method

NoNClus is a clustering method designed for complex networks that have Network of Networks structure. It improves graph clustering accuracy by integrating multiple graphs or networks while allowing multiple underlying clustering structures across different networks to find non-overlapping clusters [9]. NoNClus models the clustering structure in the main network, which can be used to regularize the clustering structures in domain-specific networks [9]. In our application, it partitions the disease-specific hospital networks while respecting the clustering structure obtained initially from the disease network.

NoNClus works as a two-phase method. In phase I, NoNClus method starts by solving a single network clustering problem to partition the top-layer disease network. It uses a symmetric non-negative matrix factorization by minimizing the following objective function [9]:

\[ J_M = \| G - HH^{T} \|_F \]  

(2)

In equation (2), \( G \) is a \( g \times g \) matrix where \( g \) is the number of diseases considered in this study. This matrix represents the similarity of symptoms among all diseases in the top-layer disease network. \( H \) is a \( g \times k \) factor matrix of the disease network, \( G \), where \( k \) is the number of clusters defined for the top-layer disease network. This factor matrix, \( H \), defines the probability for each disease node to belong to one of the main clusters. That is, every element, \( h_{ij} \) in \( H \), determines the probability of the disease \( i^{th} \) to fit in the \( j^{th} \) cluster [9]. For the single-cluster setting, \( H \) factor matrix was predefined as a \( g \times 1 \) vector where \( h_i = 1 \). It sets the probability of the \( i^{th} \) disease to belong to the only cluster with 100\% probability.

In phase II, the factor matrix of the disease network is incorporated in clustering disease-specific hospital networks. However, NoNClus is developed to handle domain-specific networks that may have different number of nodes and clusters by minimizing the following objective function [9]:

\[
\min_{U^{(i)}, \theta} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j=1}^{k} |A^{(i)} - U^{(i)}(U^{(j)})^T|_F^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j=1}^{k} |U^{(i)} - V^{(j)}|_F^2 \]  

(3)

This objective function of phase II also applies a symmetric non-negative matrix factorization with a factor matrix, \( H \), as guided regularization to get \( U^{(i)} \), an \( n_i \times 1 \) factor matrix of \( A^{(i)} \), where \( n_i \) is the number of hospitals in the \( i^{th} \) disease-specific hospital network and \( t \) is the number of clusters in disease-specific hospital network. \( A^{(i)} \) is the matrix of the \( i^{th} \) disease-
specific hospital network that represents the similarity in admission for the \(i\)th disease \((i=1, \ldots, g)\) [9].

The first term in the objective function of phase II, equation 3, deals with clustering the disease-specific hospital networks individually based on a similarity matrix of hospitals admission for every \(i\)th disease [9]. The second term regularizes \(U^{(0)}\), the factor matrix of \(i\)th disease-specific hospital networks, using main clustering structure defined in \(h_{ij}\) and the underlying clustering structure of domain-specific networks of main cluster \(j\) defined in \(V^{(0)}\). Since there are \(k\) main clusters, \(V^{(0)}\) was introduced as a \(k\) hidden cluster to represent the underlying structure of disease-specific hospital networks in the main cluster \(j\) \((j=1, \ldots, k)\) [9].

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the two clustering settings were evaluated on Disease Network of Hospital Networks using NoNClus method.

A. Data

A Disease Network (one network of 160 nodes) is the network extracted in [11] from HSDN [10] to represent diseases in CCS code instead of MeSH terminology. As some diseases have incomplete information in their study period and other diseases have no matching MeSH term, the total number of CCS disease codes included in this network is 189 [11]. This number we have reduced to 160 nodes after eliminating diseases that were represented in less than 50% of California hospitals.

Disease-Specific Hospital Networks (160 networks, each with up to 301 nodes) vary in structure and in number of hospitals. Hospital data used in this study are extracted from the California State Inpatient Database (SID) as part of the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP) provided by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). For each disease included in this study, hospital monthly admission data between 2008 and 2011 is aggregated for diseases listed as a principle diagnosis disease from 14,534,016 single-patient discharge records included in the California SID. The total number of hospitals used in this study is 301 hospitals out of 500 California hospitals as there some hospitals had no admission records for some diseases over the study period. A hospital was eliminated from the study when it won’t be represented in more than 50% of disease-specific hospital networks.

B. NoNClus method settings

All disease-specific hospital networks were clustered into three hospital clusters, \(t=3\). NoNClus method was applied for every year separately of the four years (2011 - 2008).

NoN-cluster setting assumes that the underlying clustering structure across different disease-specific hospital networks is different. Therefore, the top-layer disease network is clustered into three main clusters, \(k=3\). Analysis of these three main clusters showed meaningful groups. One cluster includes diseases related to infections and parasitic, gastrointestinal system, circulatory system and respiratory system. The second cluster includes diseases related to nervous system and sense organs, cerebrovascular accidents, musculoskeletal system and connective tissue, and injuries and poisoning. The last cluster of the disease network includes diseases related to congenital anomalies and complications of pregnancy and childbirth.

Single-cluster setting assumes that different disease-specific hospital networks share the same underlying clustering structure. Therefore, the top-layer disease network is clustered into one and only one cluster, \(k=1\). Also, the \(H\) factor matrix was predefined to give the probability of \(i\)th disease to belong to the only cluster with 100% probability.

V. RESULTS

The NoNClus method produced a clustering label, HC1, HC2, or HC3, for every hospital in every disease-specific hospital networks to which it belongs. If the hospital does not treat a certain disease or has not admitted a patient to be treated from that disease, that hospital is not included in that specific disease-specific hospital network. For presentation purpose, cluster label is set to 0 for hospitals that have no admission data for a certain disease. Therefore, a table of clustering labels of 301 hospitals (rows) for the different 160 diseases-based hospital networks (columns) was produced for admission data of every four years included in the study.

An analysis of obtained results, shows that NoN-cluster’s results were consistent when a group of hospitals that belong to the same cluster in a single disease-specific network tend to stay
together in the same cluster in other disease-specific networks if these networks correspond to diseases that belong to the same top-level cluster of diseases. On the other hand, patterns of consistent behavior were lacking in Single-cluster’s results when clustering data produced with no regulation made based on disease network. This finding contradicts the assumption that different domain networks share the same underlying clustering structure.

Figure 2 shows the difference between clustering results produced using both settings for NoNClus method: (a) NoN-cluster setting and (b) Single-cluster setting. Part of both results were displayed for visualizing purposes to give a big picture of results. These results were color coded to give an overview of the clustering behavior over years and among different settings and different disease-specific networks. Blue color denotes hospitals that belong to hospital cluster HC1, green is for hospitals that belong to hospital cluster HC2 and yellow is for hospital cluster HC3. It is important to take into consideration that a cluster in one year might be labeled differently in other years as clustering is done separately for each year. Rows in Figure 2 represent hospitals. It shows consistent behavior in results among the first 133 hospitals shown over years for NoN-cluster setting. As drawn beneath each subfigure in Figure 2, hospital clustering results are shown for four years (2011-2008) admission data. Years were separated by a dark line. In every year, 30 out of 160 disease-specific networks were chosen for presentation. 10 disease-specific networks were chosen for every main cluster: DC1, DC2 and DC3. These main clusters were separated by a white line. These networks correspond to diseases that have high probability to belong to one of these main clusters. These disease’s CCS codes their probability values are shown in Table 1.

To understand the resulted pattern when considering the symptom similarity between diseases corresponding to disease-specific hospital networks, fewer disease-specific hospital networks were selected for further analysis. Hospital clustering of disease-specific hospital networks that represent diseases with high probability (p=0.80) to be one of the three disease clusters in the top-layer disease network is analyzed. Four related disease-specific hospital networks that represent four diseases in each of the top-level clusters were chosen for the extensive analysis due to the paper’s length restriction. Diseases in the first set (CCS codes 4,99,100,101) are from the top-level DC1 cluster of diseases. They are mainly liver-related diseases. Diseases from the second top-level cluster DC2 are genitourinary-related diseases (CCS codes 42,111,113,145) whereas diseases in the third top-level cluster DC3 are related to pregnancy and childbirth (CCS codes 118,120,122,123). These diseases showed tendency to be grouped together.

**TABLE 1. DISEASES’ CCS CODES AND THEIR PROBABILITY VALUES TO BELONG TO MAIN DISEASE CLUSTERS 1, 2, OR 3 FOR CORRESPONDING CHOSEN DISEASE-SPECIFIC NETWORKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Cluster 1</th>
<th>Main Cluster 2</th>
<th>Main Cluster 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCS code Prob. in DC1</td>
<td>CCS code Prob. in DC2</td>
<td>CCS code Prob. In DC3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These 12 diseases have high probability to belong to their top-level clusters. Therefore, their regularization effect on clustering related disease-specific hospital networks is high. About 50% of the hospitals tend to be grouped together in some disease-specific hospitals networks that represent diseases belonging to the same top-level cluster of diseases. Therefore, for each top-level cluster of diseases, related disease-specific hospital networks were analyzed in Table 2.
Three sets of data for the three top-level clusters are listed. They represent four disease-specific hospital networks related to four diseases of main clusters DC1, DC2 and DC3, respectively. For each of the four similar-symptom-disease-specific hospital networks, a list of hospitals in every domain-specific cluster was compared with lists of hospitals in other clusters at the same network. Also, this list is compared with other lists of hospitals in different clusters of the other three networks. The percentage of same hospitals that belong to both networks is calculated on a yearly basis. A high percentage of hospitals are grouped together at one of the hospital clusters in similar symptom-disease networks. Red color in table 3 shows very high percentage (>80%), yellow, green and blue represents >70%, >60% and >50% respectively.

For example, in the first set of disease-specific hospital networks for similar-symptoms-diseases of the top-level cluster of diseases DC1 in 2011, 81% of the total 301 hospitals included in this study are grouped in hospital-cluster HC3 of hospital admission network for liver-disease-alcohol-related disease (CCS code: 100). Also, 70% of hospitals are grouped in hospital-cluster HC3 of hospital admission network for other liver disease (CCS code: 133). However, the same 67% of the 301 hospitals are grouped in the same hospital-cluster HC3 for both networks of liver disease, alcohol-related disease, and other liver disease (CCS codes 132 and 133). It means that 67% of hospitals share similar admission distribution when considering the symptoms similarity between diseases. This finding confirms that symptoms are critical in clinical diagnosis and treatments [10]. Similarly, the same list of hospitals (60% of all hospitals) are also grouped into the same hospital-cluster HC2 for both networks of Hepatitis and Biliary tract disease (CCS codes 5 and 131). 65% and 55% of hospitals share the same hospital-specific clusters, HC2, in 2010 and 2008 respectively in all four diseases-specific networks in the first set. Networks share the same underlying clustering structure when corresponding to diseases that belong to same top-level cluster of diseases DC1. The same observations can be drawn from the other two sets of the top-level clusters DC2 and DC3.

Analysis of hospital-specific clusters of Single-cluster settings on the same list of disease-specific hospital networks resulted in no significant groupings. In these experiments about 33% of hospitals are shared for the three different domain-specific clusters. Most hospitals belong to the same hospital-specific clusters during the first year and tend not to stay in the same cluster in the following years which contradicts NoN-clustering results.

Further investigation was proceeded in hospitals that tend to group together most of the time when disease symptom similarity was considered. Factors that seem to affect hospitals for grouping tendency was preliminarily studied and showed a very promising future work.

VI. CONCLUSION

The aim of this work was to study the tendency of hospitals to be clustered based on admission distributions for different diseases while considering the similarity among disease symptoms. Hospital admission data was extracted from the California State Inpatient Database (SID) for 2008-2011. The Network of Networks data model was used to represent the hospital admission distribution of different diseases that correspond to disease nodes in a disease network that was extracted from the Human Symptoms Disease Network. The NoNClus method was used to test the assumption of existence of underlying groups among different disease-specific hospital networks. This assumption holds in this work and, hence, it opens the road to explore more hidden underlying clustering structures for better planning and utilizing of healthcare resources.
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